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About Alcohol Justice

• Nonprofit based in San Francisco Bay Area
• Dedicated to evidence-based policy that protects public 

health and safety
• Files approx. 30 position letters per year in state
• Organizes on 5-6 key bills per year



California and Alcohol Harm

• 39 million residents in state
• 19,355 deaths annually (CDPH 2023)

• 36% increase in rate of ETOH-related deaths, 2019–2021 (CDC WONDER 2023 via 
Phil Cain)

• $35 billion in annual costs from drinking; $2.44 per drink (Sacks et al. 2015)

• 10,666 in AUD tx, 28,118 in combined SUD/AUD tx (SAMHSA 2020)



California and Alcohol Economy

• 18,000 producers and wholesalers; 90,000 retailers (CA ABC 2023)

• 16% increase in excise tax revenue, 2019–2021, from $369m to $429m 
(CADFTA 2023 )

• Excise tax set in 1992, 52% depreciation
• 2.63 gal (10 L) EtOH per capita; global average 1.6 gal (6.2 L) (NIAAA 2020, WHO 

2018)

• CA federal representatives were 2 of 3 biggest recipients of industry 
donations in 2022; 3 of 3 in 2018 (OpenSecrets 2023)



CA 10-Year Review of Alcohol Policy
• California records 

all historical bills: 
leginfo.ca.gov

• Keyword search for 
alcohol related bills

• Exclusion: no 
change to code, pro 
forma inclusion 
(e.g. licensures), 
industrial EtOH

• 380 bills identified, 
319 SAFER-relevant

• SAFER recommendations used as coding criteria (WHO 2018)

• No ideal endpoint identified; bills coded “aligned” or “disaligned”
• Also: industry, tier, district vs. statewide





CA Overall EtOH Policy Trends



Bills Passed Into Law
• Disaligned bills more 

likely to be 
introduced (153 vs. 
146 aligned) and 
more likely to be 
signed into law (95 
vs. 42)

• Alcohol access-
related bills most 
frequent SAFER 
domain (113, 90 
disaligned)

• Price-domain bills rare (31); 5 aligned signed into law
• Aligned bills most likely to be treatment, drink-driving prevention
• 74% of district bills signed into law, nearly all disaligned 



Takeaways
• Levels of interest in alcohol-

related legislation increased 
steadily from 2013 to 2022

• Although disaligned EtOH 
legislation increased post-
COVID, ratio always favored 
deregulation

• Local control never being 
used for protective policy

• Alcohol access most popular domain to deregulate
• Nearly all protective policy that passes is dedicated to post-harm, 

individual-level interventions (treatment and punishment)
• Despite public opinion polling showing strong support for more protective 

policies, legislators do not feel urgency to align to SAFER



What Next?

• Rich archive of CA legislative data, including analyses, floor discussions, 
finance reports

• Where possible, CA orgs should support organizing and base building; 
where not possible, generate resources sensitive to legislator priorities

• 16% of bills were not SAFER-relevant—including labels, product design
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